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Word sensationalism, especially in the media used to create hype in a story. As the media 

have the responsibility of showing facts, figures, and the truth about the event. Since ever 

media became free, sensationalism is the part of it. The content of the media is embedded 

with sensationalism in almost every country. Past researches have recommended that the 

media create sensationalism for the rating of their content or channel. The direction of the 

past studies is not very clear towards the unprofessionalism of the anchor persons Dr. Shahid 

Masood of Pakistani media. The purpose of this research is to finds out the ethics and 

regulations regarding sensationalism of Pakistani broadcasting talk show content. For the 

purpose of investigation researcher will take talk show of Dr. Shahid Masood named as Live 

With Dr. Shahid Masood specifically Zainab’s murder case as a sample. The media framing 

theory is more appropriate to understand this issue. The expected result indicates that the 

reporters, anchors and decision makers of the media content should be educated and 

professional. They should know the media, ethics and regulations so that they can produce 

useful and ethical content.  

Keywords: biased, objectivity, sensationalism, media ethics, fake news, an 

exaggeration 
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Introduction 

The role of electronic media is to inform their audience about the recent happening 

around the world. For this purpose reporters and journalist are assigned to collect information 

from the field, edit that information and make a story for their audience. Upholding the 

accuracy and integrity of the news material is their main responsibility. However, media 

highlight issues such as of correspondent interest, according to their channel policy, the 

government’s policy, audience interest, and the advertiser’s interest. Mostly, broadcast news 

on televisions channels are of honor killing, rape cases, murder cases, political news, the war 

on terror news and different scandals. Within the course of last time, the media experienced 

enhanced innovations and expended mindfulness among the individual that turned into the 

explanation for the intense modification due to the  loosened up media arrangement by the 

institution in 2002. As the aftereffect of relaxed media strategy in the Musharraf 

administration, numerous private TV stations have been authorized. Stations are in the 

straight on race in the undeveloped electronic media industry. Additionally, electronic media 

decrease the ubiquity of print media. In this situation, undeveloped broadcast media is more 

defenseless to unethical professional practice. However, media ethics is the unit of applied 

ethics which deals with the guidelines of behavior that direct towards the ideologies of ethics 

and provide the record of an act in the specific condition, counting communicate media, film, 

theater, the craftsmanship, print media, and the web. In media principles, the centre 

accentuation is the examination and utilization of related moral qualities to the act of news 

media. 

  As per (Ward 2011) all the more particularly media morals look at the qualities that 

lead the journalist to keep up their dependable conduct among one another, and with the 

general public. On the one hand, media morals is worried about the media flexibility and 

autonomy yet then again, it is additionally worried about the sensible utilization of these 
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things. In this rationale, the journalist will undoubtedly utilize their flexibility sensibly, and 

they are additionally responsible for the results of their activities. There is a number of 

elements that influence correspondent ethical verdict while executing in the newsroom. Those 

elements can be grouped into related classifications, those associated with the correspondent 

themselves, professional problems, economic factors, political factors or personal agenda, 

psychological factors, self-censorship, those which is not associated with the correspondent 

but influenced the correspondent those attached to media affiliation and business and those 

that are related with more extensive societal concern. However, the most essential question 

that arises from the different discussion around the world whether there is any mutual ground 

through the cultures and historical conditions for media ethics. 

  Hence Christians (2005, 10-11) has claimed for the necessity to discover the 

foundation for the customs that are more than dependent, although identifying the necessity 

to admit the extensive variety of cultural realities in the modern world. Christians (2015) 

develops a concept of universalism which can be put up cultural and historical distinctions. 

He claimed that our mortality delivers the foundation of a mutual worldview: amongst the 

people that are mutual universal needed by their creature lines as lingual existences. Inside 

this, here is an area intended for an extensive variety of academic methodologies. More or 

less experimental readings have been capable to recognize rules that are revealed although 

beliefs. Communication ethics and universal values (1997) is their most important collection 

in which scholars Christians and Traber composed versions of the media moral concepts after 

several national backgrounds besides this they were direct just before drawn out several 

customs detained in mutual, deprived of that phase emerging philosophy just before 

describing these shared aims. A rational philosophy of media beliefs that remains suitable 

towards a gradually decentred plus broken domain does not, however, the mark now this 
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argument, while more or fewer journalists concern now dialogic methodologies -- Ward 

(2011, 109) practices the expression intentional journalism ideas in a creative way. 

 Besides ethics, there are some regulations which media have to follow. Pakistan 

Electronic Media Regularity Authority (PEMRA) is the main body who keeps an eye on the 

electronic media. Pakistan Electronic Media Regularity Authority set some rules, regulations, 

and guidelines for the media and now they are scheduling to implement fresh rules and 

regulations for the media. Since Pakistan is religious country, multi-verbal and multi-cultural 

civilization so, any proactive script or program can be direct towards doubt and disaffection 

in the society. In this state of very complex society, it is the media’s responsibility to avoid 

any proactive and sensational story, program or headline. The story must reveal and explain 

the material produced under these. The journalist should not add any comments and any 

judgments in his news report and the language of the report should be moderated so that it 

may raise the feelings of harmony among communities and groups. Ancient principles are 

under extreme scrutiny and tension and the time-tested relation among the persons and 

organizations have come under close observation. Consumerism and showiness lifestyle have 

affected our physic and society. Obsessive control of commercialization is the part of every 

profession, no profession is free from it. Even the disease of control, impact, and cash above 

moral qualities have influenced the media. Due to excessive passion and ravenousness, every 

time the social philosophy and its symphonic piece come under threat. The efficiency of the 

media is making people conscious of their privileges and responsibilities. If any obsessive 

craze for power is unacceptable, commercialization of the media direct towards the denial of 

its social purposes and responsibilities is equally uptight risky dimensions. So in this 

condition, it is sensible to examine the existing position of ethical practice and sensationalism 

in Pakistani broadcast media industry. 
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 Over the past few years, scholars have been discussing sensationalism in the field of 

journalism with full dedication. Extraordinary talk of melodrama was meant via Carl 

Bernstein when he expressed that emotional news coverage as an open talk rotated into an 

attentive news deplete which is spreading pointless values. At the core of this scandal, there 

are three general fears about sensational journalism. It disturbs the concept of public 

decorum, this dislocates publicly important matters, and in addition, it is understood as a 

new-sprung idea keen on extremeness. But there are various researchers who deny these 

factors. At first, it has been contended that emotionalism assumes a vital job in keeping up a 

general public's ordinarily shared ideas of respectability and profound quality by freely 

exhibiting what is unsuitable Secondly, some scholars argued that the acceptability defined 

the socially important news is also questioned.  

 Tales about family clashes, substance mishandle, viciousness, catastrophe, and 

different disturbances of regular day to day existence are viewed as more critical to the 

existences of customary individuals than the conventional dogmatic and monetary matters 

that influential pre copyist in place of imperative data for the majority. Finally, some past 

scientists have pointed out that the current condition of the news-throwing pattern in the 

nation of America starting at the generally unverified insightfulness of the callings speculated 

the commendable past. Bernstein enlarged that without precedent for our development, the 

bizarre, the silly and the grating material which is turning into our conventional custom, even 

our social thoughts that do not have our antiquated vision. Robertson argues that 

sensationalism is a technique through which we can make news more interesting, more 

thrilling and more affected than it is in reality. However, Mc Quail in 2000 argues that 

sensationalism is the practice of thrilling as well as outrageous news, visuals or else verbal at 

the cost of truthfulness on the way to produce keen attention and eagerness. Sensationalism is 

a representative of the news broadcast wrapping procedure that dwellings stress upon person 
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features that might inflame a consequence taking place, the human sensual structure argued 

by Uribe and Gunter in 2007.  Postman in 1985 highlights the major features of the 

expansion of extraordinary news in the growing race of the rating among the news channels. 

However, Knight in 1989 clarifies that broadcasting news bulletin overstated in the 

background of the event material as well as its appropriate structures and upholds that the 

situation is a flood of the visuals as well as arguments. Sensationalism is the part of the 

media. It is embedded in every story to create hype. The Pakistani media is also a creating 

hype in their stories for the sake of the rating. Keeping in line with its taste for extreme 

sensationalism, the Pakistani media exposed its disregard for the most vital concerns as it 

definite to highlight those problems that could not be measured to have national significance. 

Although it is true that this phenomenon is existing in almost all the parts of the world. The 

Pakistani media is exceptional because of the degree to which it is overstated and even 

creates certain appear hilarious through the immoral but inaccurately entertaining version. As 

the electronic media in Pakistan is confusing the lines between news reporting and dramas. It 

is relevant to press upon the significance of responsibilities that the news media has towards 

the public. Every journalist and anchor person is exaggerating the story just for the sake of 

their rating. Nowadays it became our culture to exaggerate the story like the fake news of 

Osama Bin Laden’s death, news of war on terror. In competition, all media channels gave 

wrong facts and figures because in military operations, the area is always cordon-off. No 

correspondent or any other person can access that area so how can they know exact facts and 

figures, unless any military spokesperson or any other official person confirm them. There 

are some anchor persons who exaggerate their story like Dr. Shahid Masood  

 Sensationalism is rooted in every culture, but it’s vary from culture to culture. 

Sensationalism effect our media, ethics, and society. We cannot find objectivity, accuracy 

and verified news by Dr. Shahid Masood. His news is full of exaggeration and it creates 
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anarchy and ambiguity in our society. So, in this situation, it is practical to examine the media 

ethics and sensationalism practice by Dr. Shahid Masood.   

Literature Review 

Objectivity  

 Word objectivity is used frequently in daily life and often misused in journalism. 

Different academic scholars have different versions regarding objectivity. According to 

Washington Post’s editor Leonard Downie, objectivity is prolonged to a correspondent’s 

private life, forbidden to involve in any kind of political doings which essentially needs 

taking any kind of stance. But on the other hand, some scholars think that a reporter should 

have the impartial opinion. He should not take any stance if there is any difference. 

According to a socialist Michael Schudson in 1978, the acceptance of the objectivity is a 

belief in proofs, doubts of standards and an assurance in their segregation. According to 

Michael J. Bugeja, objectivity has sighted the sphere as it is, not how you wish it were. In an 

argument of impossibilities of a real objectivity scholar, Denis Mc Quail analysed that it is 

nothing more than an approach. On the other hand, Jorgen Westerstahl said that keeping 

objectivity in the distribution of news can be distinct as devotion to assured customs and 

standard. It is not queried about the assumptions on some characterization of the deceiving 

nature of objectivity. Every scholar has stressed upon the necessity to concentration on the 

objectivity reporting as a procedure slightly than becoming confused by the theoretical 

argument over the opportunity of accurate objectivity. 

  Many academic scholars and correspondent for its boundaries in revealing the actual 

fact aggressively condemn objective journalism. An unjustified stress on matching the story 

frequently converts into hurdles to current the actual image of the happening in this 

multifaceted domain. Victims and persecutors frequently preserved as the equivalent on this 
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methodology. Numerous practices of journalism Advocacy Journalism, Development, 

Journalism, etc. settled declare the requirement of neutrality. Seemingly objectivity in truth 

essences appears almost difficult and impossible. Furthermore, the policy of balancing which 

is the focus of neutrality workings as a difficulty in revealing the reality and supports to 

conceal the actual situation. So, neutrality is the disappearing idea of reporting everywhere in 

the world. It is slightly the myth than the realism. (çelik, The Myth of Objectivity in the News 

and Internet Journalism in Turkey, 2012) 

  

Biased  

Though the technological developments writing news has converted into more 

cheaply, easier and trouble-free job, the values of broadcasting have been, damaged, one by 

one. Commercial and political anxieties have substituted, in prominence, the principles of 

journalism and methodologies that take into version the common good and human rights. 

Certainly, from the time when the arrival of broadcasting, surrounded by the track of time 

and development of circumstances, a characteristic construction has established. The experts 

struggled to be prepared in command to resolve the administrative construction that had 

established above the period and to institutionalize the occupation of broadcasting though 

avoid compelling it up the core ambiguities in deepness. Yet, it is quietly approved that it is 

not promising to reflect the social happenings as accurately as numerical facts or 

investigational outcomes. This amount slightly indicates to the requirement of reducing the 

explanation that might be clearly observed in the script and of non-participation from 

socializing the journalist’s individual principles with the content of the news. The concept of 

presenting the news deprived of biased explanation in command to deliver impartiality in the 

news which is a standard of the liberal media method drops its significance in presentation 
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since, in the construction of the new creation, all politically aware, societal and financial 

situations increase significance. By some circumstances of forced conditions it is predictable 

that the un-biases in the news are affected. The discussion on the un-biases of the news is for 

this purpose going on. The procedure that depends on currency and growing profits through 

the collection, creation and publication of news too influences the un-biases of the bulletin. 

Through the harsh instructions of entrepreneurship controlled by reporting and the fears of 

honesty shaped a foremost inconsistency are the result of developed journalism in 

commercial Western republics and material flow was shaped permitting to this financial 

model. Towards that conclusion, specific values and a symbol of worth verdict- free 

broadcasting has been framed. In the development from the manufacture of news to 

distribution, the human dynamic, official and national stress, auto regulator instruments and 

the conditions depressingly affect the accomplishment of un-biases in the news. 

Sensationalism  

 Sensationalism has been a term related to the tabloids, entertaining-styled broadsheets 

similar our Daily Sun, Saturday Sun and Sunday Sun papers in Nigeria. Intended for several 

ages, through the sphere, tabloid papers have continued the popular in the marketplace, 

nevertheless, fears have been raised up above the spill of tabloid grace reporting hooked on 

the value of broadsheets and recorded updates. Sensationalism is perceived as a kind of 

journalistic unfairness in the media in which happenings and issues in the news bulletin are 

over-glorified to grow their audience statistics. Sensationalism might contain broadcasting 

almost commonly unimportant or minor stuff and occasions which do not influence inclusive 

civilization and unfair performances of interesting issues in a scandalous, unimportant or 

tabloid mode. This explanation has also been progressive to contain journalism straight 

thoughtful matters and happenings in a dramatic mode in command to appeal additional 

spectators. Several researchers have carried their personal understandings and philosophies 
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into the overstatement dialog. Postman (1985) has documented that single of the main issues 

in the expansion of the dramatic update is the augmented struggle for rankings amongst the 

news organization. Conferring to Esposito (1996), this may influence in newsflash life 

gradually arranged beside subjects and in arrangements initially originate in entertaining 

shows, therefore most important to dramatic, fast-paced, apparent performances and basic 

descriptions that emphasis on characters, individual associations, physical arrivals, and 

characteristics, all intended at appealing major conceivable spectators. 

 The concept of sensationalism in the news bulletin has been carried around intense 

debates in a multiplicity of nations – in the United States, in Japan, in India, in portions of 

Europe and uniform in Nigeria – and this completed it incredible to have a strong and 

comprehensive description of sensationalism. Sparks and Tulloch (2000) have tried to 

express the span of tabloid logic, mainly with the orientation to newspapers. It is distinct by 

them, as including a change in the significances inside an assumed standard missing from 

news bulletin and evidence concerning an importance of performing, or as regarding the 

unstable limitations of perception contained by altered media practices. (Sparks & Tulloch, 

2000, pp. 10-11).They debated that the tabloid is obvious by two different structures: it thinks 

on news issues such as gossip and entertaining, and it dedicates a smaller amount of 

consideration to political affairs, money matters, and civilization. They plug out, though, that 

such a description disregards the graphic element of appearance in tabloid broadsheets, such 

as design, eye-catching news dimensions, and practice of illustrative substantial. This 

argument was supported more by Bird (2000) as soon as he inscribes that in overstatement, 

here is the increasing practice of methods for sensational demand, such as picture 

development, re-portrayals, and illustrations. These up-to-date descriptions maybe assisted 

pull a unique stroke amongst sensationalism and its identical idea of tabloid. These two ideas 

have perceived each other’s explanation track into themselves through an individual thin 
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stroke of alteration. Though, they are noticeably changed. Toeing this stroke, Knight (1989) 

also distinct sensationalism equally in the language of story content and official structures. 

For him, extraordinary story content contains sexual characteristics, disgrace, corruption, or 

exploitation, although extraordinary happening official   structures contains firm elimination 

step, observer camera viewpoint, zoom-in camera lens activities, re-portrayal of news 

happenings, the practice of song, and the tendency of the correspondent vocal sound 

description. In addition, overstatement mentions to the effort on soft news wherever further 

significance is located on superstars, human attention stories, entertainment news, and 

criminality than before realized inside the mass media. It applies comparatively slight 

consideration to political affairs, financial side, and civilisation and comparatively much to 

alterations like athletic, indignity, and general entertaining, the individual and secretive exists 

of persons, equally superstars and regular persons, frequently obtainable by means of 

dramatic headings, photographs, images, masses of shade, additional accompaniments and 

others similar Knight (1989) overhead conveyed to bright, intended the growing courtesy and 

petition. (Uzuegbunam, 2013) 

 As many academic scholars said that objectivity, lack of bias, and inclinations are a 

withering idea. Sensational is having its spot only for rating as we can obviously observe this 

in the reporting of Dr. Shahid Masood. In Zainab murder case, we can't perceive any 

objectivity or balance. He exaggerates the data of the murder case. It was the case of rape and 

murder yet he made hype in the story by saying that the murderer had an association with the 

international child pornography gang which additionally incorporates a Punjab Minister. He 

additionally asserted that the suspect possessed 37 bank accounts and he posted Zainab's 

photograph. However, his all allegations proofed wrong. The miserable truth is that as a 

society, we are utilized to assault and murder cases these days. It was the twelfth case in 

Kasur and each channel was reporting that case. But Dr. Shahid Masood overstated the 
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certainties for the sake of the rating. We can't perceive any objectivity or neutrality in his 

story. 
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